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NEW

hese last few weeks have brought about many new experiences and
challenges. On November 14th I was blessed to give birth to a baby
boy; Sutter James Danekas-Lohse. Since that day, I have been faced
with many firsts. For example, on November 14th I changed a diaper,
fed a baby, and became a parent for the first time; definitely a lot to happen all
in one day after having a C-section. Sutter was a breached baby so instead of
hours of agonizing labor, the doctors felt that a C-section was the safest approach. All in all, we are both doing great but as he has his firsts every day, I’m
finding I’m having mine as well.
I have never been exposed to many children in my life. Before Sutter, I
had only held two babies before and it wasn’t like I really wanted to or felt
comfortable doing it. As the nurses handed him to me, I still felt uncomfortable as he was only 6 lbs., he felt so small and fragile. I was worried
that I might hurt or break him. Now, we have gotten use to each other and
it feels like second nature. Maternity leave doesn’t exist in my World so Sutter and I have already been
back to work and we are both in search of a new normal in our lives. I have been blessed with a very
quiet baby, although I don’t have much to compare him to. According to family and friends with experience, Sutter is very quiet and a happy baby…so far, so good.
We, as a family, look forward to seeing many of you in Denver at the National Western Stock Show
and Mile High Wagyu Experience sale in January. This will be Sutter’s first big trip so we will see if the
quiet and happy baby goes beyond our everyday normalcy that we have created these last few weeks. I
just hope he isn’t one of those babies that make everyone’s flight horrendous as I’m sure we will already
be avoided like a plague when people walk down the airplane aisle to try to find a seat. Wish me luck!

Sutter James Danekas-Lohse
8
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November 14th, 2016
6 lbs. - 20 in.

I can’t believe that we’re on the verge of leaping into 2017, and I can honestly say this has felt like
the longest and the shortest year all at one time. Moving was an ordeal that felt like it took forever to put
in motion, but when things started spinning it was like we had just moments to actually make the move
happen. Then there was the anticipation of waiting for Sutter James arrival and while some months
seemed to just take forever to pass the entire nine months felt like a blur. So here we are all moved and
I have the most beautiful grandson ever, and yes I’m barn blind, like all “grandmothers” are supposed
to be.
What I am looking forward to is seeing many of you at the Mile High sale in Denver this year. The
Wagyu show at the National Western Stock Show is one of my favorite events and it’s always great to
catch up with old friends and meet new folks involved with the Wagyu breed. As we journey into the
New Year I want to take a moment and thank everyone who has participated in the Wagyu sales this
past year sellers and buyers alike, and take a moment to express our gratitude to number of advertisers
that support the Wagyu World. Also we want to thank those breeders and members of the industry that
have invited us into your homes and shared your Wagyu stories with us for the Wagyu World, it is much
appreciated. I look forward to seeing many of you at the show and sale in January and until then A Very
Merry Christmas to all and a Prosperous New Year as well.

Sherry Danekas - Publisher

Publisher: Sherry Danekas
sherry@jdaonline.com
Editor: Mercedes Danekas-Lohse
wagyuworld@yahoo.com
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Discovery
This Issue’s Three Contributors Share Themselves With Us.
Dr.

Jeri
TUlley

Heather
Smith-Thomas

Nutritionist / CEO
Protocol Technologies

Writer

Rancher / Writer

My New Year’s resolution for this year
is... being the absolute best husband,
father, and grandfather I can possibly
be.
The best part of 2016 was... learning
our son and daughter-in-law are going
to bless us with our 4th grandchild.
Being a granddad is easily the best gig
I’ve ever had!
The worst part of 2016 was.. our pastor
and my primary mentor for the past 14
years announcing his retirement and
moving away.

My New Year’s resolution for this year
is... to say “no” more. At the beginning
of the school year I realized that our
family life was over-scheduled, and I
started turning down things that would
have been fun or that the boys would
have been good at in favor of having
time together at home. We are better
rested, eating healthier, and less cranky
with each other.
The best part of 2016 was... was the
summer. I love having my kids home
from school. We travel a lot and sleep
in and have brunch in our pjs while
reading our pile of books from the
library. It is nice to suspend schedules
for a bit.
The worst part of 2016 was... was
when my kids got tired of summer,
and it was still one week until school
started.

My New Year’s resolution for this year
is... to be more patient, compassionate,
cheerful and diligent.
The best part of 2016 was... time
spent with family, riding with my
granddaughters, and attending my
oldest granddaughter’s wedding.
The worst part of 2016 was... conflict
with an unscrupulous neighbor.

jimmy horner
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AMERICAN
ROYAL STEAK
CONTEST
GRAND CHAMPION
PINNACLE BEEF
100% Black Wagyu

EMBRYOS • SEMEN

domestic & exportable
available

sexed & conventional
available

PATTY BIRDWELL • 903/284/9145

Merry Christmas and a
Very Happy New Year to
You and Your Family.
- Your Friends at Wagyu World
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Lucky
By Jeri Tulley

“T

7

he harder I work, the luckier I
get” is Ralph Lee’s personal motto
for life and for his ranch, Lucky 7. Deep in
the heart of central Texas, Lucky 7 Cattle
Ranch is located in the small town of Hamilton,
where wildlife is abundant, friends are lifelong
and fiercely loyal, and the local shops “roll up
their sidewalks” at 5:00 every evening. Ralph’s
family’s roots run deep in the Hamilton county
soil where his great grandfather homesteaded and
where he and his ancestors before him have lived
most of their lives.
Married for fifty-one years, Ralph met his wife,
Linda, when he was a senior at Hamilton High.
Because Linda’s maiden name was Harter, they
were seated next to each other in alphabetical
order. One day he leaned over to her and, with
a teasing smile in his eyes, asked her if she had
ever had a kiss in class. Then he held out his hand
and opened it, palm up, to reveal a Hersey’s kiss.
That was the beginning of their courtship, and,
as high school sweethearts, they danced together
every single dance at Ralph’s senior prom before
he headed off to Texas Tech University to obtain
his degree in Agriculture Education. A year later,
Linda followed him to Tech, and, one year after
that, they were married.
After college graduation, they moved to
Huckabay, Texas, where they both taught school
- Ralph taught vocational ag, and Linda, high
school English. While teaching, Ralph pursued
his Master’s degree at Tarleton State University in
Stephenville and was the university’s first candidate to receive his Masters degree in Agriculture
in 1971. At that time the board was unsure if they
wanted to give an oral final examination or a written final. As their guinea pig, Ralph had to take
and pass both, which he did with flying colors.
Realizing that a teaching job was not going
to provide the level of income that he wanted to

12
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support his family, Ralph moved them back to
Hamilton and began his own businesses in real
estate and cattle ranching. Ralph says, “I was
blessed to be able to put together a sizable amount
of land. Truthfully, it was a way of life, but it
wasn’t a money-maker. I was working sixty to
eighty hours a week and selling at the top of the
market at the sale barn because I paid attention to
what the market wanted.”
Always thinking of ideas and ways to make
things better, Ralph is a lifelong learner and is
able to envision opportunities. Ralph wasn’t satisfied with the beef industry as a whole because it
was not the consistent quality level that he wanted
to raise. Whenever he would go out to eat and order a steak, twenty-five percent of the time it was
so bad he wondered why he didn’t order chicken,
and only twenty-five percent of the time it was the
eating experience he desired. When he read about
Wagyu in a magazine, he believed that it might be
the answer he was looking for.
Ralph has always told his three children,
Randy, Nancy, and Jeri, “If I could find something
I love more than what I am doing now, I will start
it tomorrow,” and has lived that personal mantra
to the fullest, creating many successful ventures
within the real estate and ranching realms. It did
not surprise them in the least when Ralph came
home ten years ago and started talking about
a new breed of cattle, Wagyu. To gather more
information and to meet people already in the
Wagyu business, the Lees traveled to Hawaii for
the annual American Wagyu Association (AWA)
convention. That meeting gave Ralph many business contacts, ultimately leading to six years of
service on the AWA board of directors. It was also
the beginning of many lifelong friendships.
Lee began his Wagyu herd by buying Wagyu
bulls for F-1 production. Over the years, Ralph
has tried many different crosses with Wagyu. The
Japanese believe that a Holstein-Wagyu cross
produces the best outcome. The reasons for this
are that the Holstein genetic lines are very narrow
and, therefore, consistent. Because adding Wagyu
on top of a Holstein gives the resulting animal the
marbling, tenderness, and flavor desired in a consistently sized animal, Lee believes they should be
looked at closely. At present, Lucky 7 is producing 400 head per month of the Holstein-Wagyu
crosses. Page 14 >>
13
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<< Page 13

In addition to starting F-1
production, Ralph worked an
embryo deal with Jerry Reeves.
Jerry provided the embryos, Ralph
provided the recips, and each party
got half of the resulting full-blood
calves. After working with several
producers on similar deals and raising a generation of calves, Lucky 7
started producing its own embryos
for about 300 head per year.
In the third year, Lee began
Lucky 7’s Red Wagyu herd
by purchas-

TWA is the largest state Wagyu association. It holds an annual meeting and sale each April with the
purposes of promoting the breed by
educating its members and anyone
interested in learning about Wagyu
and of facilitating buying and selling animals in a public auction.
The next area of Wagyu that
Ralph tackled was learning how to
feed them. He partnered with Joe
Hoye and also with
Graham Land & Cattle
Company on the halves
to learn about feeding.

ing red
embryos
stateside
and abroad. The
Australian embryos took too long
to be sent and clear customs and did
not have a very good conception
rate. In addition to that, Ralph was
not able to get the cattle produced
by them registered because of rules
at that time. However, the stateside
purchase was much more successful, with one of Lucky 7’s premier
showing reds, Jessie, resulting from
that buy.
Seeing the need for more cattlemen to have the opportunity to meet
and learn from each other about
Wagyu and the need for a group to
work together to promote the breed,
Lee founded the Texas Wagyu Association (TWA) with Burch Wallace’s help and an excellent board
of directors to work in conjunction
with AWA. He presided over the
TWA for several years, and now,
with over 100 active members, the

Lucky
7 now
feeds
its own
cattle and has grown from those
experiences into feeding over 5,000
head of cattle at A to Z Feeders and
Graham Land and Cattle Company.
After finishing the animals in the
feedlots, they are sold FOB the
feedlot or are taken to a processor and sold through Central Texas
Wagyu Beef, LLC, a partnership
between Lee and Bruce Hemmingsen. Lucky 7 beef is sold both to
US markets and overseas, with a
portion of the cattle raised as nonhormone treated cattle (NHTC)
certified so that it can be sold to the
European Union.
A large portion of Lee’s herd
is the Holstein-Wagyu cross, but
Lucky 7 is also a large player in
full-blood Wagyu. Lee has over
600 full-blood Wagyus on feed and

14
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is trying to
develop a
market to
demand and
capture a significant price difference. Ralph feels that “there is a
very limited market for full-bloods
because there are not adequate
numbers to supply a market. You
have to have the numbers to supply the market before you can truly
develop it.”
Since he has gotten into the
Wagyu business, Ralph feels he can
encourage his children and grandchildren to go into agriculture in a
way that can allow them to make
an extremely good living if they
choose to pursue it. Two of Ralph’s
children have indeed chosen to be
involved in the business.
Randy Lee is Chief of Staff at
Hamilton General Hospital and runs
the ER program in a partnership
with eight other doctors. As a full

hand her the keys to the ranch.”
As a full partner in the feedlot
operation, Jeri handles the marketing and research and development
arms of Lucky 7. With her MBA,
she keeps the books for the meat
company and writes feature articles
for Wagyu World magazine. She is
also on the Texas Wagyu Association board of directors.
The whole family loves to eat
Wagyu and likes to keep their freezers well stocked. Ralph jokes that
his favorite Wagyu is on his dinner

partner in the
feedlot business, he is the
genetics expert for Lucky 7. He
and his wife, Lee Ann, and daughter, Lauren, show the cattle at all of
the major Wagyu shows (Houston,
Denver, and Louisville), where they
regularly bring grand and reserve
grand champion titles back to the
ranch.
Lauren Lee is a junior in high
school and is President of the
Hamilton FFA. She is extremely
active in FFA in meats judging and
livestock judging, and she shows all
of Lucky 7’s show cattle. She plans
to go to Texas A&M University
to pursue dual degrees in animal
science or meat science alongside
an MBA. Her goal is to become a
veterinarian and return to Hamilton
to run the family business. Ralph
lights up each time he tells that to
someone and adds, “and I’ll gladly
15
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plate - it doesn’t matter what it is.
Lucky 7 only produces beef that
has had absolutely no hormones
and that is antibiotic free. Ralph
states, “That’s what we want to eat,
so that’s what we sell. It is what we
want to put in our own freezers.”
Being a rancher is always hard
work, but each and every day Ralph
considers himself not just lucky, but
blessed, to be able to do what he
loves with the ones he loves.

Keeping Your Marketing Headed
in the Right Direction
Serving the cattle industry for over 40 years.
Services Include
• Full Service Sale Management
• Advertising/Catalog Design
• Photo & Video Services
• Complete Promotional Services

Upcoming Event
January 18th, 2017

Mile High Wagyu Experience Sale • during the National Western • Denver, CO
visit our website for the complete 2017 sale schedule
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BR2 bulls have
been selected on
progeny carcass data.

semen

Wagyu
SireSire
Summary
2014 National
Wagyu
Summary
Rank
Trait
EPDs of “30T”
#1
Rib Eye Area
1.07
#1
Carcass Weight
31.9
#2
Back Fat
-0.12
#8
Marbling
0.35

No other Wagyu bull is consistently high in all 4 traits.

our web site (br2wagyu.com)
for the
Sire Directory
withWagyu
VisitCheck
www.br2wagyu.com
to see our most recent
Sire2014
Directory
with over 30
bulls
with
data
on
carcass
and
performance
traits.
over 30 Wagyu bulls with data on carcass and performance traits.

I

R

BR2

GET YOUR WAGYU SEMEN.

Jerry & Heidi Reeves • 1751 Halpin Rd., Pullman, WA 99163 • (509) 397-2502 • jreeves@colfax.com
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A Matter of Taste
The Beef Quality Taste Test
By Jeri Tulley

18
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S

mith County Farm Bureau, Texas
Farm Credit, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension, and Texas Beef
Council recently joined forces to host
a beef quality taste test. At this event,
area beef producers were invited to
come and bring their families to learn
about what happens to their product
when it leaves their ranches. They were
taught the entire process of how it gets
from the
producer to the plate and
the factors that influence the quality that
the end consumer receives. After the
presentation by Dr. Dan Hale, professor
and Extension meat specialist for Texas
A&M AgriLife Extension, attendees
were asked to blind taste test and rate
three different grades of meat – select,
high choice, and prime Wagyu which
was provided by Marble Ranch, owned
by Arturo Mateos Bay, located in Iola,
Texas.
In the presentation, Dr. Hale and Jason Bagley from the Texas Beef Council walked participants through a virtual
tour of a feedlot and a processing plant.
They also talked about what influences
yield and quality grade. The attendees
found out that the age of the animal, the
type of the muscle selected for the cut
of meat, the number of days the meat
is aged, whether the meat is wet or dry
aged, the amount of intermuscular marbling, and the degree to which the meat
is cooked all affect the eating experience
of the end consumer.
The presentation part of the survey
asked about participants’ knowledge
gain regarding beef management principles, whether they intended to adopt
new production practices, and their understanding that they are instrumental in
beef’s consumer satisfaction. On average, respondents indicated that they had
a 2.1 fold increase in their knowledge
regarding five beef management areas,
72% said they were planning to adopt
new practices, and 87% said what they
learned would either save or make more
money for their cattle business.
With over sixty attendees of all age
groups - ranchers who have been around
the block a time or two, ranching families, and young singles and couples just
starting out – Smith County Farm Bureau had a lot of mouths to feed. They
grilled the steaks to a doneness of me-

19

dium rare to medium. Bagley said, “I’m
not a chef or a culinary expert. I’m sure
a nice steak house could have done better with their ovens, especially with
the prime Wagyu. By the time that we
cooked all three rounds of steaks, some
of the ones sitting on the bottom of the
pan were medium or even medium well.
It was not a scientific study - just a fun,
informative, and interesting dinner.”
Each audience member received
a third of each type of steak with each
steak having a color-coded toothpick in
it – green for the prime Wagyu, blue for
the choice steak, and red for the select
steak. The participants did not have prior knowledge of what quality grade they
were being asked to rate. Program coordinators did not share with participants
that one of the selections was Wagyu
until after the surveys were collected.
The tasting part of the survey asked
participants to rate each steak on tenderness on a scale of one to eight, with
Page 20 >>

Photos Courtesy of Jessica
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<< Page 19

eight being the most tender, the overall
taste of the meat on a scale of one to
eight, with eight being the most flavorful, and to answer whether the steak met
a minimum level of acceptability for
a $25 steak at a restaurant. The select
steak scored 5.3 on tenderness and 5.8
on taste with 37% of respondents believing the steak met the minimum acceptability standard. High choice scored 6.8
(tenderness) and 6.9 (taste) with 82%
(minimum standard), while the Wagyu
scored 7.2 on tenderness, 7.1 on overall
taste, and 88% of respondents believing
that the steak would meet the minimal
level of acceptability for a $25 restaurant steak. After sharing the results
with the crowd, Bagley teased the audience saying, “I don’t know what kind
of steaks y’all are eating, but that was
20
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a $100 steak you just ate. If you don’t
think that this is $25, I don’t want to go
eat at the restaurants that you are eating

at!” Bagley pointed out to the producers
that every single day their product is being judged by consumers’ pocketbooks.
As most of the people there had
never tried Wagyu before, having that
opportunity was a unique and worthwhile experience. To conclude the
event, Andy Pendergrass, Sales Manager for Marble Ranch, gave a short talk
about Wagyu and about Marble Ranch.
Participants were pleased with the evening and felt that it was a good use of
Beef Checkoff dollars. Chad Gulley,
Smith County Farm Bureau Extension
Agent said, “We wanted to promote agriculture and what we do in the county.
Beef is a big commodity in Texas. It
was an excellent program, and we hope
to do more like this in the future with a
little different spin on it for 2017.”

Full Blood Wagyu

Red and Black

S
Y
E
VEN
K
C
U
L
CATTLE RANCH
Hamilton, Texas

Your Source for Champion Genetics

Red & Black Genetics
Seedstock & Commercial Bulls
Embryos & Semen

Special calf buy back
program when you
purchase Lucky Seven
Bulls!
For More Information Contact

Ralph Lee
254.223.3557

2016
N.A.I.L.E. Grand Champion
Black Fullblood Female

2016
N.A.I.L.E. Res. Grand Champion
Black Fullblood Female

GAF MS TOBY SANJI

GAF MS HARUKI SUZATANI C9

FB20121 - Sire: SSF TOBY Z278-31-225

Also
Exhibited

2016
N.A.I.L.E. Res. Grand Champion
Black Fullblood Bull
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FB21611 - Sire: WKS HARUKI 2

Full Sibs to this Champion are
Available!

Wagyu Sales, Shows, and Other Happenings

2016

North American International
Livestock Exposition

Louisville, kentucky

November 16th, 2016
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>> The Results

Judge: Brad Johnson Morehead, KY

Champion Black Fullblood Female
GAF MS TOBY SANJI
Exhibited by: Golden Age Farm, LLC
Versailles, KY

Champion Red Fullblood Female
L7 Lauren’s Ginger Maru 0010C
Exhibited by: Lucky 7 Ranch
Hamilton, TX

Champion Black Fullblood Bull
ECC LITTLE WILLIE
Exhibited by: Emerson Cattle Co.
Owensville, IN

Reserve Champion Black Fullblood Female
GAF MS Haruki SUZATANI C9
Exhibited by: Golden Age Farm, LLC
Versailles, KY

Reserve Champion Red Fullblood Female
L7 MS MS SYB 004C
Exhibited by: Lucky 7 Ranch
Hamilton, TX

Reserve Champion Black Fullblood Bull
GAF TOPHER
Exhibited by: Golden Age Farm, LLC
Versailles, KY

Champion Red/Black Fullblood Female
LUV PRINCESS SANJIRUE
Exhibited by: Red Bull Cattle Co.
Molino, FL

Champion Precentage Female
ECC ELLAS ANGEL
Exhibited by: Emerson Cattle Co.
Owensville, IN

Reserve Champion Precentage Female
ECC MISS 5E01
Exhibited by: Emerson Cattle Co.
Owensville, IN

Champion Fullblood Black Cow
MCH MS 2606-Z278 A4070
Exhibited by: Emerson Cattle Co.
Owensville, IN

Champion Red/Black Fullblood Bull
LUV EMPEROR SANJIROU
Exhibited by: Red Bull Cattle Co.
Molino, FL

Champion Red Fullblood Cow
L7 504A
Exhibited by: Lucky 7 Ranch
Hamilton, TX

Congratulations to
all of the winners!

Save the Date

Upcoming Events

2017
Put your
trust
in this
Emblem.

Livestock
Mortality
Insurance

Your American
Livestock Insurance Company

530-668-1224

Call today to insure your investment.

imperialwagyubeef.com

JANUARY

17-19 National Western Stock
Show Wagyu Events
Denver. Colorado
18

Mile High Wagyu
Experience Sale
Denver, Colorado

MARCH
15

Houston Livestock Wagyu Show
Houston, Texas

APRIL
22

Texas Wagyu Assoc. Annual Steaks
Are High Sale
Salado, Texas

402.557.6200

MAY
20

Lone Mountain Cattle Company
Female Production Sale
Albuquerque, New Mexico

JUNE
10
Check out our Wagyu World Facebook
page to stay current on what’s new!
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Passion for Prime Sale
Springfield, Missouri

In the News
AWA Board of Directors Election Result

The results of this year’s American Wagyu
Association Board of Directors includes:
Janell Henschel, Mike Kerby and Dennis Kuempel serving a
three year term and Justin Jackman to serve a one year term.

Wagyu World Photo Contest

The Wagyu World Magazine will be hosting the first
ever Wagyu photo contest this summer. Everyone will be eligible to submit entries. There will be categories and a winner
will be chosen in each. All photos should feature everything
and anything Wagyu. Start taking photos as the submission
deadline will be June 15th, 2017. The winners and results
will be published in the July/August issue. The winning photographer will be receiving an award. More information will
be on the Wagyu World website - www.buywagyu.net - and in
upcoming issues.

EST.

2014

Cheers,
to
one
year!
Cheers to Two Years!
Thank you
to our growing
readership and
valued advertisers
for the
tremendous
support this last
year. We are
committed to you
and everything
Wagyu.
www.BUYWAGYU.net
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ristal and Aaron Startz both grew
up on ranches in Texas, met in college
(Kingsville, Texas), and later went back
to their ranching roots. “My family
raised Charolais and watermelons near
Dilley, Texas, and Aaron grew up on a
ranch in Alice, Texas raising Charolais.
Aaron works in the oil field and we
lived in Colorado for a while. When he
got transferred back to south Texas we
decided to buy a small ranch at Flores-

“It’s good for them
to have things
they need to do,
so they develop a
good work ethic.
Thus they feel
useful, and I think
that feeling useful
is very important
to anyone’s selfesteem. You have
a purpose.”

26
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ville,” says Cristal.
FAMILY - They have three children. Their son Davin is 16, their
daughter Lindsey is 14, and son Ethan
is 11. “Aaron works away from home
a lot, so the boys have gotten really
good at fixing fences and taking care
of things. The main reason we wanted
to move back out in the country is that
it’s the best way and best place to raise
kids. It’s good for them to have things
they need to do, so they develop a good
work ethic. It’s not just that I’m giving them chores; if they don’t help me,
something doesn’t get done, and it’s got
to be done. Thus they feel useful, and I
think that feeling useful is very important to anyone’s self-esteem. You have
a purpose,” Cristal says.
She was very proud of her oldest
son when he took care of a fence repair
emergency on his own. Aaron wasn’t
home, and she discovered that a group
of 1600 pound steers had broken the
fence and were lounging in the yard
under the palm trees. “We got them
back in, but I had to go show a house
(my real estate job) and I told Davin
I couldn’t deal with the broken fence
right then. I told him to put the steers
in the corral and we’d deal with it when
I got back. When I got back, he had
rebuilt that whole piece of fence. I
didn’t think it was something he could
do by himself, but he just did it! The
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kids step up to the plate when necessary
and I was very proud of him. This was
proof to me that it’s working—that the
kids are becoming responsible human
beings,” she says.
“This was the reason we moved
back here to live on a farm, so we could
raise our children the way we were
raised. We have an old tractor and an
old truck and harvest our own hay. We
make our kids tote the hay up to the
house and unload it. They complain
a lot but they do great. We also have
chickens and ducks, geese, and one old
horse,” says Cristal.
GETTING INTO WAGYU – After
they decided to come back to farming,
Aaron started researching what type of
cattle he wanted to raise. “He decided
on Wagyu—a breed I’d never heard of.
I remember him spending a lot of time
on the internet researching the breed,”
says Cristal.
Aaron first became interested in
Wagyu after talking with a co-worker.
“His dad was planning to buy some
Wagyu embryos to put in his cows, and
I asked him what Wagyu were,” recalls
Aaron.
“He told me about the breed and
the more I learned about it the more
I was intrigued. I’d had the meat in
restaurants, on business trips, but I
didn’t know it was Wagyu; it was
called Kobe. The meat was fantastic!
So when the guy told me about these
cattle, I immediately started researchPage 28 >>
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“I met some
very helpful
people along the
way, like
Larry Tibben.
He was kind
enough to
show me
his cattle.”
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<< Page 26 ing them, and started calling
around and looking for some of these
cattle, and fell into a pretty good deal,”
Aaron says.
The first group they bought—at
a 2011 sale—was heavily bred cows
that started calving within a week of
when they brought the cows home.
“That was exciting for us,” says Aaron.
“We’d been on the commercial side
of things, but now we had a registered
herd. The guy we bought them from
called me back soon after, needing to
sell some more, so we bought another
group from him, and it took off from
there,” he says.
“When we first got these cattle I
had no idea what I was getting into.
I understood that they were a meat
breed with an exceptionally high
quality meat, but as far as breeding
them I didn’t know how to begin. I
didn’t know much about the traits and
characteristics we should be breeding
for. In the beef industry in America
we’ve always selected and bred cattle
by phenotype, and this isn’t
the case with Wagyu. They
don’t look like a beef animal,”
Aaron says.
“I met some very helpful people along the way, like
Larry Tibben. He was kind
enough to show me his cattle.
Everyone I talked to kept saying
it was all about what I wanted
to do and how I wanted to breed
them. Rather than throwing a lot
of money out there to get really big
really quickly, we’ve taken our time
to get into this breed,” he says.
“I’m glad that we did, because
every year I learn something new that
changes my perspective and how I want
to breed these animals. Our program
just keeps evolving every day,” Aaron
explains.
“We have some purebred and fullblood Wagyu but are aiming to eventually just have fullbloods,” says Cristal.
“Aaron went to AI school and does this
all himself; we buy genetics from various breeders. There is so much to learn
about Wagyu!” Cristal says.
Aaron tries to pay a lot of atten-

tion to the breeders he feels are very
smart and truly understand the breed.
“I heed what they say. I also feel that
the only way you can see if you are
truly doing something right or wrong is
by harvesting these animals—because
that’s what they are for. This is why we
breed them, for the exceptional quality
of meat, so we want to collect data on
them,” he says.
“I have an ultrasound person come
out now and then to go through our
steers and heifers and take measurements. We confirm this at slaughter.
Every time we harvest one we take
measurements and pictures and grade it
on Japanese standards. We don’t have
a carcass camera so we have to do it
the old-fashioned way. We try to be as
unbiased as we can,” he says.
They raise both grain-fed and
grass-fed animals. “My wife is a grassfed person, but I like to grain-finish
some because I want to see what they
truly can do. The nice thing about the
grass-fed beef is the huge demand for
it. People like it; this meat is unbelievably good--to have that much marbling
and flavor and be so tender. It blows
my mind, and people come back again
and again for it. We have developed a
good following for our grass-fed meat,”
Aaron says.
“The grain finishing takes it even
beyond that, to a completely different
level. My approach to breeding these
cattle is not just to sell beef but to
develop our own line of cattle and sell
seedstock—bulls and replacement heifers. Selling beef is just so we can get
to our goal, and to know what we are
actually producing with our genetics.
When I sell an animal as seedstock, I
want to be able to provide that data. I
can tell the buyer how big the ribeye is,
and this is how it marbles, and this is
how its offspring, brother, or sister did.
Then people have confidence in what
they are buying. I don’t want people
to just have to take a leap of faith like
I did, and then later on down the road
realize it isn’t what they wanted,” he
explains.
“I have researched EBVs and have
created EBVs for every fullblood animal we own. Almost daily I do simulated EBVs on these cattle, and can go

5 generations out. The EBVs are not
very accurate that far out but they do
give us a sense of direction and where
we can go with these cattle. Looking
at lineage, EBVs, and other characteristics, you can start to develop the path
where you want to go. I want to learn
something every day about these cattle.
The day a person stops learning, they
might as well quit,” he says.
THE CATTLE – Currently he
and Crystal have 40-plus head, and
will be breeding 20 cows. “It’s a slow
process, building into what we want to
do. I have been investing in embryos
so we are hoping to put in a bunch of
embryos this coming spring. I think
we are ahead of the curve in that what
we’ve accomplished in the short length
of time we’ve been involved in this
breed,” he says.
“Another important thing, at least
for us, is being part of the Wagyu
shows. We hope to make Denver this
year. We’ve been to Houston the last
two years and plan to continue doing
that. Eventually we’d like to make it
to the Louisville show in Kentucky. I
think it is important for our family, our
livelihood, and our breed in the U.S.
to show these cattle. It lets people see
this breed, develops conversation about
Wagyu, and people want to know about
it,” Aaron says.
“I sold a bull just because we
showed at Houston last year. A gentleman saw my bulls and wanted one.
Much to my surprise he called me
about a month after the sale and said
he wanted to come look at the bulls.
He came with a trailer, picked one out
and drove off. In my mind, going to
that show paid for itself with another
customer. If we can show that we truly
do have championship genetics, and
carcass data and quality to back that up,
it’s a win-win situation,” he says.
“If I come in last place at a show but
have unbelievable carcass quality, I’ll
take that over a show banner any time.
But I would like to believe that we are
being judged based on phenotype of
what a Wagyu is, and not being judged
based off what we think they should
look like, from American standards.”
He likes the fact that the Houston
show uses ultrasound as part of the

judging. “I know some people don’t
believe that ultrasound can pick up the
marbling, and I can understand their
doubts. This is a breed that is extremely marbled. My argument is that when
we are checking 12-month-old and
24-month-old animals, they are just not
there yet, with such intense marbling
that the ultrasound can’t pick it up. I
have seen instances where they’ve shot
pictures 3 different times and came up
with 3 different marbling scores, but
they were all pretty close,” he says.
He feels that even more important,
and something that is pretty obvious,
is ribeye size. “Last year our youngest
son won grand champion percentage
steer, and that was part of the reason.
His marbling looked good, but he also
had big ribeye. This was a 14-monthold steer being shown against an animal
twice his age. The judge felt that if
they were of similar age, this younger
animal would be better. That animal
is hanging right now and we are ready
to grade him. I had him ultrasounded
in June and he just kept getting better.
From what I am seeing, that judge was
spot-on,” Aaron says.
“I enjoy being part of the Texas
Wagyu Association’s open show in
Houston. I think it is an excellent show
and we have some wonderful people
who are a part of it. It’s a wonderful
experience for Wagyu breeders, and
for families. It certainly is, for us. Our
kids are showing, but I also got to show
last year, the first time in 20-plus years
and that was a thrill. I thought I’d
never get to be back in the show ring
again, and it was like riding a bicycle;
it comes right back and it was so much
fun to walk into that big ring. You feel
like you’re accomplishing something,”
he says.
“The support you get, from other
breeders who come to the show to
watch you is also very important and
very much appreciated. It made me
happy to realize these other breeders
want to be a part of it and be supportive
of those who are willing to put in that
kind of work and effort to bring these
animals to the show,” he says.
MARKETING THE MEAT “We’ve been trying to make friends
with other breeders and learn everyPage 30 >>
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“I’m the
market person
and he prefers
to just be
home, out in
the quiet, with
his cows.”
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same time figure out a way to make
money raising these cattle,” says Cristal. “With this breed you can’t just
take your calves to the local auction
barn, with this investment in them.
I’ve always loved going to farmers’
markets so I decided to try selling
our beef there. I started out selling
halves and wholes, but this was a
steep learning curve. I needed to
expand our customer base,” she
explains.
“It took me 6 months to
get into that farmer’s market because it is so highly
sought after. Aaron prefers
to just work with the cattle,
so our kids and I sell at the
farmer’s market. I’m the
market person and he prefers to just be home, out in
the quiet, with his cows. I
love the market and dealing with people, but I hired
another gal to help with it
because it’s hard to get it
all done and not miss out
on time with the kids, their
football games, etc.”
“We sell steaks, ground beef, and
everything else from the animal—heart,
tongue, etc. and even the bones. A
lady takes our bones and makes an artisan bone broth for me with 4 different
flavors, in a shelf-stable jar. Bone broth
has been used by ancient people for
medicinal purposes. A trend right now
is sipping broth so each jar has 3 servings and people buy these and drink
them in the morning instead of coffee.
The four flavors are pho (lemongrass,
star anise and cinnamon), old bleu
(thyme and sage), Carmen (redwine
and lemon) and Ferdinand (hibiscus
and lemongrass). Each of them contain
medicinal herbs. She slow-simmers
it for 3 days in a commercial kitchen
and makes these shelf-stable jars full of
broth for me that we sell at the market,”
says Cristal.
“The beef we sell at the market
is mostly grass-fed, but sometimes
we feed some out. Those are more
marbled, and sell at a higher price.
Whatever bones we don’t use, we sell.

I have the ground beef made into beef
sticks, summer sausage and Wagyu hot
dogs. The beef sticks come in several
different flavors and are all nitrate-free.
My clientele at the farmer’s market
want to know where the beef came
from, that the animal had an ethical life
and death—and is healthy,” she says.
“Even if it’s grain-fed they want
to know want kind of feed we gave it.
The feed we use is made processed at
the mill here in our town and is Jimmy
Horner’s mix. Our fed-out beef is better than what you get at the store,” she
explains.
She goes to the farmer’s market
with their beef on Saturdays and Sundays. “Our business is now big enough
that we have one employee, Colleen
Solomon and she’s awesome help.
She and I can rotate, and our kids also
help,” says Cristal.
“We can do grass-finished beef because our climate is so mild with green
grass all winter. We do harvest hay
because a couple months during winter
it may get cold, but last winter it didn’t
even freeze. We are very far south,
south of San Antonio,” she says.
“We are just trying to grow our
herd and get better every day in what
we do. We are trying to teach people
about Wagyu so they know about it. A
lot of restaurants have approached us
and want to buy Wagyu beef from us
but at this point we are not big enough
to supply a restaurant because they
want a consistent carcass and they
don’t want to pay what I’m getting at
the farmer’s market. We have to make
all the money we can from our beef
right now because we are so small that
everything has to count,” she says.
“We only harvest about 1 animal
per month and hang it 28 days. Then
we have our processer cut it to our
specifications and wrap the hamburger
in old-school brown paper because that
adds a nostalgic touch. I spend a lot
of time on marketing and making the
look of everything cohesive. I built our
website and I also create little commercials to help attract customers. On
average, we sell to about 38 people on
a Saturday and 35 people on Sunday.
We use a chart so we know how we are
doing, and we are doing very well,”

says Cristal.
Customers also come out to the
farm to buy beef. “I also sell beef out
of the back of my car when I am in the
car line picking up the kids at school;
my friends often text me and ask if
I can bring some hamburger when I
come to town. I also sell real estate so
I am very busy,” she says.
TEACHING MORE PEOPLE
ABOUT WAGYU - The boys have
been in 4-H for several years, showing pigs and a lamb, and then started
showing Wagyu. “They don’t do very
well in our county show because there
is no competition here, so they showed
in Houston. Year before last they got
Grand and Reserve Champion. Last
year they also got Grand and Reserve.
They love doing it,” says Cristal.
The steer they won with last year
belonged to George Callan. “He passed
away, and we are going to show another one of his steers this year, that
he gave us. He was so proud of our
kids, for getting Grand Champion with
his steer, and he put a photo of it in his
newsletter,” she says.
“The kids have to bathe the cattle,
and we take videos of them doing it,
and put those videos on the internet.
People who buy food from us love
watching all the farm information. It’s
nostalgic for many people. This is a
key; when you are selling food, you are
not selling steaks per se, but a whole
lifestyle and idea. You are selling a
feeling. When people are cooking their
steaks at home that they bought from
you, they are thinking about it and
feeling good about this purchase. This
steak came from this lady who lives
on a farm, and they bathe those cows!
Our customers believe in what we are
doing, believe in our lifestyle, and want
to support us by buying our meat,” she
explains.
“I have a responsibility that I share
with my customers; every few days I
give them a little bit of ‘farm’ on the
internet.” Many people today are a
generation or more away from the farm
and they have a longing to reconnect.
They have also romanticized farm life.
The view I give them is romantic, because I only take photos of the beautiful
things. But people do hunger for the
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simplicity of farm life, and I think this
actually outweighs their hunger
for the fantastic beef. It’s all
one big package, however, and
people tell me how marvelous
it is,” she says.
Many people who come
to the market have been
buying grass-fed beef from
other vendors and other
breeds for so long that they
are used to grass-fed being just red meat, with no
marbling. “Any amount
of marbling just blows
them away, and then when they see
our grain-fed Wagyu it’s unbelievable.
People think it is so beautiful and can
hardly believe the quality,” says Cristal.
“Selling Wagyu beef is so much
more complicated than selling regular
beef. You have to put as much effort
into marketing and building your brand
as you do into taking care of the animals and making the genetics the way
you want them to be. The marketing is
a huge component,” she says.
“I don’t feel like I need our meat
to be the best in the world. I just want
it to be recognized and to have people
enjoy buying it from me. They don’t
even have to remember that it’s Wagyu.
They just know it was a really good
steak, a really good product, and they
want more.”
Beef isn’t the main goal for
Cristal and Aaron. “What we want
for our end game is superior genetics and having people want to buy
genetics from us. But we can’t do
that unless we harvest animals
and have carcass data. That’s
very important—that we get
carcass data, and that’s why we
started harvesting the animals. We
don’t know how we are doing unless
we look at that side of it,” she says.
ADVANCING THE BREED Aaron was elected Secretary-Treasurer
of the Texas Wagyu Association in
April 2016. “I am taking that job seriously and trying to do my best to bring
new thoughts to the table, along with
my fellow directors. My goal is to have
people find value in this membership,
and to feel that the money they spent
for their annual membership is worth
Page 32 >>

<< Page 31 it. There are many benefits
including advanced learning, getting to
be a part of the sale or the stock show,
or just having access to information
that they might not find anywhere else.
We are trying to offer ways to help
them be more successful. That’s my
end goal, to help our membership be
more successful,” he says.
Looking to the future, he wants to
do what’s best for the breed. “We have
such a high turnover rate in people
who come into the breed, invest a lot
of money, and then realize they have
spent a fortune on these animals, getting started, but aren’t seeing enough
return. Things turn sour for whatever
reason, or they just don’t have the
endurance to keep going until they
see that turn-around where they could
become profitable, so they sell their
cattle and move on to another breed or
just get out of cattle altogether. I want
to see us be able to keep those people
who come into this breed. I want them
to be successful, and to feel like they
are a part of something big that is going
to present them with an opportunity

to be successful—either monetarily or
whatever they feel is a success. I want
to help them get there,” Aaron says.
Sometimes all it takes is a little
more education about the breed and a
little encouragement, and people decide
to keep trying, and will do well. “I
would love to see us help educate our
newer breeders. I don’t think I am very
different from the other people who get
into Wagyu. You invest a lot of money
and then are not sure what you really
have, or what to do next. I would like
to see the Association (whether AWA
or TWA) be there for the breeders. We
have to help them help the Association.
We need to retain our breeders because
that’s the only way we’re going to
grow,” he explains.
“I think we need to value the
people who are in this breed, who are
helping grow this breed, whether it be
fullblood producers, purebred breeders or F1 producers who are hustling
and selling beef and trying to bring
more awareness to the public, and more
knowledge about our breed. I have
gotten to go to the farmer’s market and
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be a part of it; when Cristal is not available and people walk up and ask me
what is Wagyu, I realize there are many
people who don’t know what this is.
It takes every breeder out there being
honest, telling folks about this breed,
introducing it to other people. Bottom
line: every breeder is important and I
want to see them all successful. Some
breeders look down on the purebreds
but in reality that’s where the money
is. You can produce a lot of good beef
from these cattle,” he says.
He only kept one bull calf this year
and cut the rest. “The one was exceptional, and he was actually my son’s
calf; we bought embryos for his heifers.
He had a bull calf and it was a great
one! We can’t believe how beautiful
he is, so we’ll see how he turns out. I
think 97% of our calves this year were
male, but I cut every one of them but
this one. He was the outstanding calf
of this crop.”
“We have one steer selected for the
lipid study, which I think is important.
I am on that committee and we are trying to get that rolling. This is a comprehensive study and I think it’s good
for the breed,” Aaron says.
“I really want to stress that the
stock shows are also valuable. I know
that a lot of people don’t put a lot of
value in these shows, but every breed
in the U.S. started with only a few head
and had to grow. Part of their success
was being out there at the stock shows
and showing other cattlemen the benefits of the breed. I would love to see
more families be a part of this. It’s
good for families and good for business.”
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By Dr. Jimmy Horner

T

hough most basic principles
associated with feeding other
breeds of beef cattle also apply to
Wagyu cattle, there are substantial differences which producers should take into
account when addressing the nutritional
management of this amazingly unique
breed. How one actually confronts
these differences can virtually span the
horizon, but I will attempt to share how
producers might best address them based
on my own personal experience and information gleaned over the past 31 years.
Since Wagyu cattle never cease to amaze
me and it seems I learn something new
about the breed almost daily, the following information and recommendations
are somewhat dynamic and constantly
evolving.
Wagyu producers readily acknowledge the many positive attributes for
which the Wagyu breed is known including its wonderfully tasty and healthy
beef, tremendous marbling potential,
calving ease, and docile temperament.
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At the same time, producers must also
deal with some of the unique challenges
associated with Wagyu cattle such as the
need for improving milk yield, optimizing calf health/immunity, minimizing
potentially severe effects of environmental stress on health and beef quality, and
balancing overall nutrient requirements
which tend to more closely parallel those
of dairy cattle, especially the Jersey
breed, than other beef breeds.
It all really does start with momma
and recent fetal programming research
has brought this into light more than
ever. It is becoming more evident that
marbling certainly is not just the feedlot or finishing operation’s responsibility and that up to half of an individual’s
marbling potential may actually be predetermined during the last trimester of
pregnancy and the initial 3-4 months of
life. As a result of this highly critical 6-7
month window, producers must ensure
pregnant females are healthy and in acceptable (moderate) body condition prior

to calving. Furthermore, newborn calves
need help with establishing proper immunity while also receiving optimal nutrients for growth along with maximum
protection from environmental stress.
In order to help our clientele in their
quest to produce premium Wagyu beef
on a highly consistent basis, we tend to
stress consistency with the basics and
consistent attention to detail or the little
things on a daily basis. Our typical approach to a successful Wagyu calf program which minimizes death loss and
basically “jump-starts” the calf’s digestive and immune systems includes vaccination of the dam with an approved
E coli vaccine prior to calving, and the
administration of an approved colostrum
replacer and beneficial bacteria inoculant as soon after birth as possible. This
approach is even more critical in calves
born to 1st calf heifers whose colostrum
quality is often inferior to that of mature
cows. Page 36 >>
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Holiday Style

>> Stylish wreaths and center pieces are the perfect look
for any home during the holidays. These creations capture
both the holiday season and the great outdoors to create a
classy look that not only will help get your house into the
Christmas spirit but also make a wonderful gift idea that
anyone would be happy to recieve.
>> visit https://www.etsy.com/shop/DesignsbyTinaCollins/
items/
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Producers must ensure the calf has nursed
during the 1st 12 hours after birth. If it
is observed that the calf has not nursed
or if there is any question about nursing,
providing colostrum replacer via esophageal tube may be warranted. The calf’s
ability to absorb badly needed antibodies
for immune protection is reduced significantly after 12 hours of life and becomes
basically non-existent after 24 hours with
survivability being nearly impossible. In
my experience with heavy
Tajima breeding which encompasses
many Wagyu herds, producers have to be
even more intentional and attentive with
calves. Creep feeding Wagyu calves
a high quality, highly palatable creep/
starter feed is a must in order to supplement the dam’s milk production (an average Wagyu cow produces approximately
1/3 less milk than an Angus). Creep feed
should be offered no later than 2 weeks
of age and even earlier if possible. There
is ample research proving that creep
36
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feeding results in higher quality beef and
in my opinion, it is a management practice which is even more vital in Wagyu
calves as a result of the generally lower
milk yield in their dams. Wagyu calves
should be weaned around 4 months of
age or when the calf is observed to be
spending a minimum of 1-2 hours daily
at the creep feeder or if hand-feeding,
when the calf is eating 2-3 lbs of creep
for 3 consecutive days. Calves should
not be weaned during extreme environmental stress, and re-inoculation with
beneficial bacteria is warranted at weaning to minimize post-weaning stress and
to stimulate appetite.
Replacement heifers and steers
(meat prospects) should be separated at
weaning. Replacement heifers should
usually be fed a starter/grower grain at
1-1.5% of their bodyweight depending
on forage quality and condition whereas
steers need the same grain at 1.5-2% of
bodyweight. Producers should avoid

overfeeding heifers which can result in
both fatty udders that eventually produce
less milk and impaired reproductive ability. Steers should be consuming grain at
a minimum of 1.5% of their bodyweight
consistently prior to being moved to the
finishing program. High quality forage should be offered to all calves after
weaning and forages should be tested
prior to feeding. The nutrient content
of starter/grower grain for Wagyu calves
should more closely resemble that fed to
a dairy heifer being higher in both crude
protein and energy than typical beef formulations.
Heifers, cows and bulls in the breeding herd should be fed to achieve and
maintain moderate body condition at all
times. On a scale of 1-9 with 1 extremely
thin and 9 extremely fat, mature Wagyu
cows and herd bulls should maintain a
body condition score (BCS) of 5-6 and
heifers a score of 6-7. Separating cows
and 1st calf heifers into different pastures
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“Heifers, cows and bulls in the breeding herd should be fed to achieve and
maintain moderate body condition at all times.”
is recommended and grouping cattle by
body condition is also very helpful in di
recting feed nutrients to the right cattle.
Prospective herd bulls should be conditioned before the breeding season which
means producers may need to start supplementing grain or feeding more grain
at least 100 days beforehand. Bulls and
all breeding females should be on a high
quality mineral program year round and
especially 3-4 months prior to breeding
season. Mineral formulations should
also take forage and water analyses into
account.
Our standard long-fed finishing
protocol is divided into 2 phases. Wagyu meat prospects should typically enter the 1st phase at 650-750 lbs or 9-10
months of age. Fullblood Wagyu cattle
should typically remain in phase 1 until
around 21-24 months of age and Wagyu
F-1’s until 18-21 months. Phase 1 cattle
should be fed a properly-balanced finisher grain at 1.5-2% of bodyweight to
achieve
2-2.5 lbs ADG (fullbloods) and 2.53 lbs ADG (F-1’s). In my experience,
finisher grain for long fed Wagyu should
contain slightly more protein and less energy than commercial finishing rations,
and their ration also needs to be highly
palatable as Wagyu cattle tend to be more
finicky eaters and less aggressive at the
feed bunk than European breeds. Phase
1 cattle should be offered a high quality
grass or small grain hay or haylage at
1-1.5% of bodyweight. Cattle remain on
phase 1 for the majority of the finishing
program and should be moved as little
as possible. When moving finishing cattle, producers should always attempt to
minimize social stress by keeping groups
together instead
of moving individuals.
Wagyu
cattle in the finishing phase are highly
susceptible to stress which in turn can
greatly impact eventual beef quality, so
protection from any potential stressors
throughout the finishing period is of utmost importance.
Phase 2 finishers should generally
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be at 1200-1300 lbs or 21-24 months of
age (fullbloods) and 18-21 months of age
(F-1’s) upon entering this final phase.
These cattle are fed a different ration
than those in phase 1 being slightly lower in protein, higher in energy, restricted
vitamin A and elevated vitamin E. The
phase 2 ration should be even more palatable with grain fed at 1.75-2.25% of
body weight to achieve 1.5-2 lbs ADG
(fullbloods) and 2-2.5 lbs ADG (F-1’s).
Phase 2 cattle may be fed average quality grass or small grain hay, haylage or
straw at .75-1.25% of bodyweight with
any hay used having been stored for at
least 6 months to minimize vitamin A
content. Overfeeding hay should be
avoided during this phase to optimize
grain consumption and potential marbling score. Alfalfa or grassy alfalfa hay
should be strictly avoided during this
phase with no supplemental vitamin A
added to grain. Research from the U.S.
and Japan have shown that restriction
of vitamin A during the final finishing
phase significantly improves marbling
by as much as 20-30% resulting in the
need to restrict its concentration in the
ration during this time. Leaving cattle
on a restricted vitamin A ration longer
than 10-12 months is discouraged due to
potentially detrimental effects on health
and immunity. A high level of vitamin E,
preferably natural source vitamin E, during this final phase helps boost immunity
while ensuring a more cherry red meat
color with extended shelf life. This 2
phase finishing protocol accommodates
the harvesting of cattle at 24-27 months
of age (fullbloods) and 21-24 months of
age (F-1’s). In my experience, Wagyu X
Holstein F-1’s should be treated as fullbloods.
Based on personal communication
with Wagyu feed consultants in Japan,
days on feed appears to be highly correlated with carcass quality with most
advocating fullbloods be fed for a minimum of 450 days and F-1’s fed for a

minimum of 360 days after being placed
into finisher programs at 270-300 days of
age. Fewer Japanese now take fullblood
Wagyu cattle past 30 months of age and a
recent national carcass champion was 25
months old. It appears this shift to fewer
days on feed by Japanese producers today is based primarily on an attempt to:
reduce feed costs, capture governmental economic incentives established in
recent years to generate more domestic
production, and minimize death loss or
health issues which are more prevalent in
the heavier cattle nearing harvest.
All cattle should be provided adequate shelter with minimum exposure
to adverse environmental conditions,
particularly young Wagyu calves and finishing cattle. High quality beef is simply
not attainable with highly stressed cattle.
Our firm has conducted controlled studies in which F-1 Wagyu X Angus cattle
lost in excess of 10% of their intramuscular fat over a 14 day period in cold
stressed conditions. Though genetics
are obviously important in establishing
the marbling potential of cattle, this potential can be greatly impacted or even
completely overshadowed by exposure
to severe environmental stress when
dealing with Wagyu or Wagyu crossbred
cattle. The Wagyu breed is undoubtedly
the most wonderful and amazing breed
of beef cattle I’ve ever had the opportunity to work with during my career, yet
I’m firmly convinced in order to capitalize fully on the unbelievably high quality beef they are bred to produce, owners and managers must account for their
differences from other breeds of cattle
through proper nutrition and management on a daily basis.
If you wish to discuss this topic further or if you have any questions, please
feel free to contact me at jhorner@protocoltech.net.
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